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Highly concentrated electrolytes have recently attracted attention after reports of non-volatility,
enhanced kinetics, and reversible LIB operation using graphite and lithium metal anodes,
demonstrated for various salts and solvents [1-3]. These improvements are attributed to the
electrolyte structure that promotes electrode passivation, prevents solvent co-intercalation into
graphite, and facilitates (de)lithiation via a different lithium de-solvation mechanism [4].
In order to gain further insight into how these properties arise we studied the solvation structure
of Li/NaPF6 in both acetonitrile and propylene carbonate over a wide range of salt
concentrations via semi-empirical computational chemistry. The first cation solvation shell is
primarily characterized by the cation-solvent and cation-anion distances and angles, but the
sampling of several large ensembles enable a general statistical analysis. We find these shells
to be well-defined and solvent rich for dilute electrolytes, but at elevated concentrations anion
rich and disordered, displaying a large multitude of stable solvation structures (Fig. 1). We
hence can connect the observed improved liquidus range and the altered de-solvation
mechanism and transport properties to this flexibility of the first cation solvation shell [5].
Comparing the Li- and Na-based electrolytes as well as the two different solvents applied the
concentration dependence is stronger in the Na-based electrolytes, suggesting even more
pronounced beneficial properties, even at more moderate concentrations. In addition, the
solvent has a clear impact, e.g. the calculated angle distributions differ greatly between the
solvents with PC having a propensity for bidentate coordination, distorting the solvation shell.

Figure 1. Computed radial distribution functions.
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